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The relationship bet\^reen linguistic stress and fundamental
frequency, and the intonation contours, in short declarative,
j,nterrogative, and non-terminal sentences in Advanced Standard
Copenhagen Danish are established on the basis of acoustical
anal-yses of recordings by four subjects.

There is a close and simple relationship bet\^/een stress
and fundamental frequency (Fo) : a stressed syIlable and al-t
succeeding unstressed syllabJ-es within the same simpte sentence
constitute a tonal unit wj-th a relatively low stressed syll-abl-e
followed by a high-faIling tail of unstressed syl1ables. This
unit is termed a stress group. The difference bethreen declara-
tive, non-terminal, and interrogative sentences is first and
foremost a dífference between the course of Fo thorugh the
stressed syllables: in declarative sentences the stressed sy1-
lables form a smoothly slanting sLope. In statement questions
the stressed syJ-lables have the same (high) Fo, i.e
contour. Other types of questions and. non-terminal clauses
have slopes in between these two extremes.

Perception experiments on parts of the corpus, involving
14 listeners, have shovrn that utterances wl¡ich differ onJ-y in
their intonation contours can be identified with rather great
certainty as being either declarative, non-fj-nal, or interroga-
tive, in complete accordance with the actùal course of Fo, and
further, that the vital information about the íntonation con-
tour, i.e. sentence type, is contained in the tast stressed
syllable, which is only to be expected, since this is the point
where dj-f ferent contours are most \^/idel-y separated.

A material which is to shed light on the tonal manifesta-
tion of emphasis for contrast and emotive emphasis is presently
being analyzed. A cursory ínvestigation of this material seems

to indicate that, in comparison with the "neutral" case, the
"emphatic" syltable is raised considerabl_y in frequency, and at
the same time the fundamental frequency variation in the neiqh-
bouring stress groups is radically reduced, the more so the
more emphatic the syJ-lable in question is.




